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Eating genetically modified food is gambling with every bite.The biotech industry's claim that
genetically modified (GM) foods are safe is shattered in this groundbreaking book. Sixty-five
health risks of the foods that Americans eat every day are presented in easy-to-read two-page
spreads. The left page is designed for the quick scanning reader; it includes bullets,
illustrations, and quotes. The right side offers fully referenced text, describing both research
studies and theoretical risks. The second half of Genetic Roulette shows how safety
assessments on GM crops are not competent to identify the health problems presented in the
first half. It also exposes how industry research is rigged to avoid finding problems.This book,
prepared in with input by more than 30 scientists, is for anyone wanting to understand GM
technology, to learn how to protect themselves, or to share their concerns with others. It is
presented in the clear, accessible style that made Jeffrey Smith's Seeds of Deception the
world's best-selling book on genetically engineered foods. As the world's most complete
reference on the health risks of GM foods, Genetic Roulette is also ideal for schools and
libraries.

"When I worked at Monsanto, I warned both scientists and executives that our GM foods may
cause disease, but no one was even willing to listen, let alone investigate the unpredicted side
effects. For them, it was all about profit. Now our whole population is threatened by the serious
dangers described in Genetic Roulette."--Kirk J. Azevedo, DC"Congratulations, Jeffrey Smith,
for your courage. Thanks to your tireless investigations, we need wonder no longer why
corporations spreading GMOs are so secretive, why they've spent hundreds of millions to keep
us from even knowing which foods contain GMOs. They don't want us to examine the shoddy
science, the suppressed evidence, and, most of all, the real health risks that GMOs present.
Read Genetic Roulette not only to protect yourself and your family but to learn through this
breath-taking story what all Americans need to do to reclaim our democracy and protect our
planet."-- Frances Moore Lappé, author of Democracy's Edge and Diet for a Small Planet"I
used to test for soy allergies all the time, but now that soy is genetically engineered, it is so
dangerous that I tell people never to eat it--unless it says organic. Genetic Roulette tells you
why you must avoid genetically engineered foods to stay healthy."--John H. Boyles, MD, ear,
nose, and throat, and allergy specialist"Jeffrey Smith is the leading world expert in the
understanding and communication of the health issues surrounding genetically modified foods.
Genetic Roulette, which brings in original contributions by eminent scientists worldwide, makes
it crystal clear that the American FDA should not be so cavalier about the potential dangers of
these procedures."--Candace Pert, PhD, author of Molecules of Emotion and Everything You
Need to Know to Feel Go(o)d and former Chief of the Section, National Institutes of Health"The
most comprehensive, well-documented, and highly readable exposé on the serious health
dangers of GM foods."--Samuel S. Epstein, MD, professor emeritus of Environmental Medicine,
University of Illinois at Chicago School of Public Health and chairman, Cancer Prevention
Coalition--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorInternational bestselling
author of Seeds of Deception and Genetic Roulette, Jeffrey M. Smith is a widely popular
spokesperson on the documented health risks of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and
how biotech companies rig research, gag critics, hijack regulators, and spin fantastic unfulfilled
promises. His Institute for Responsible Technology's Campaign for Healthier Eating in America



is designed to achieve the tipping point of consumer rejection of GMOs to force them out of the
food supply. The campaign encourages public and private showings of the Monsanto film and
offers support material at . He lives in Fairfield, Iowa. You can visit Jeffrey's blog on the
Huffington Post at .--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Praise for Genetic Roulette“Unlabeled GMOs in our food works against what I have learned in
my 30 years as a family farmer. Agriculture should be sustainable, food should be healthy and
safe, and people deserve to know what they’re eating.”—United States Senator Jon
Tester“When I worked at Monsanto, I warned both scientists and executives that our GM foods
may cause disease, but no one was even willing to listen, let alone investigate the unpredicted
side effects. For them, it was all about profit. Now our whole population is threatened by the
serious dangers described in Genetic Roulette.”—Kirk J. Azevedo, DC“The ability to introduce
alien genes into a genome is an impressive technological manipulation but we remain too
ignorant of how the genome works to anticipate all of the consequences, subtle or obvious,
immediate or long-term, of those manipulations. This book validates the concerns of biotech
critics who warned that our knowledge is too primitive to avoid unexpected and deleterious
consequences.”—David Suzuki, geneticist, author of more than 30 books, awarded
UNESCO prize for science“The most comprehensive, well-documented, and highly readable
exposé on the serious health dangers of GM foods.”—Samuel S. Epstein, MD, professor
emeritus of Environmental Medicine, University of Illinois at Chicago School of Public Health
and chairman, Cancer Prevention Coalition“I used to test for soy allergies all the time, but now
that soy is genetically engineered, it is so dangerous that I tell people never to eat it—unless it
says organic. Genetic Roulette tells you why you must avoid genetically engineered foods to
stay healthy.”—John H. Boyles, MD, ear, nose, and throat, and allergy specialist“Genetic
Roulette is dynamite. It totally explodes the complacency and apathy that has been allowing
genetically engineered foods to creep into our food supply. Scientifically sound, this book is a
must for anyone who wants to know the true answer to whether these foods are safe.”— John
Robbins, author of Healthy At 100, The Food Revolution, and Diet For A New
America“Congratulations, Jeffrey Smith, for your courage. Thanks to your tireless
investigations, we need wonder no longer why corporations spreading GMOs are so secretive,
why they’ve spent hundreds of millions to keep us from even knowing which foods contain
GMOs. They don’t want us to examine the shoddy science, the suppressed evidence, and,
most of all, the real health risks that GMOs present. Read Genetic Roulette not only to protect
yourself and your family but to learn through this breath-taking story what all Americans need
to do to reclaim our democracy and protect our planet.”— Frances Moore Lappé, author of
Democracy’s Edge and Diet for a Small Planet“No danger to our health is greater than foods
containing genetically modified organisms (GMO). Since knowledge is power, I recommend
everyone who cares about their health and the health of the ones they love read the
groundbreaking new book Genetic Roulette by Jeffrey Smith. As a health educator and parent
of a young child, I will do everything within my power to keep these dangerous genetically
modified foods out of the cupboards and refrigerators and off of the kitchen tables of those I
care about. The best way I can do that is to strongly recommend the book.”—Jordan Rubin,
founder and chairman, Garden of Life and New York Times best-selling author of The Maker’s
Diet“Genetic Roulette is a MUST READ for all parents. Jeffrey’s work highlights untested foods
that have been introduced onto our children’s plates without informed parental consent. The
health risks associated with these new foods have the potential to impact every child in America
—not just those with food allergies. The best gift that you could give your children is to read
Genetic Roulette, as the knowledge you will gain is immeasurable and will last a lifetime—your
child’s.”—Robyn O’Brien, founder of AllergyKids and mother of four“Jeffrey Smith raises
serious questions concerning the production of genetically modified foods. Based on



meticulous research, Genetic Roulette offers a chilling reminder that the effects of GM foods on
human health are largely untested. And, whilst we cannot assume that all such foods are
dangerous, nor can we assume that they are all safe, especially in the long term. Yet in the US
there is no labeling, so these products sneak into households in many different foods. If you
care about your health and that of your children, buy this book, become aware of the potential
problems, and take action.”—Dr. Jane Goodall, DBE, founder of the Jane Goodall Institute and
UN Messenger of Peace, www.janegoodall.org“Jeffrey Smith is the leading world expert in the
understanding and communication of the health issues surrounding genetically modified foods.
Genetic Roulette, which brings in original contributions by eminent scientists worldwide, makes
it crystal clear that the American FDA should not be so cavalier about the potential dangers of
these procedures.”—Candace Pert, PhD, author of Molecules of Emotion and Everything You
Need to Know to Feel Go(o)d and former Chief of the Section, National Institutes of
Health“Educators have a responsibility to be informed about the potential risks of genetically
engineered foods. I urge school administrators to read Genetic Roulette and take preventive
action to protect the long-term health of your students.”—Richard Beall, PhD, director of the
Carolina International School“Jeffrey Smith’s Genetic Roulette destroys the myth that
genetically modified organisms are safe and will give sleepless nights to uncritical supporters
of GMOs. It contains a wealth of up-to-date information, fully describing all the negative
findings, mishaps, and actual harms caused by genetic engineering, as well as the possible
health problems associated with this technology. In contrast to industry propaganda, all
information in the book is fully referenced. I would advise all to grab a copy now and read it,
regardless of which side they are on in the GMO debate. It is a real treasure and the most
important GMO source book for policy makers, scientists, and the public.”—Arpad Pusztai,
PhD and Susan Bardocz, PhD, DSc, both formerly of the Rowett Institute, consultants to the
Norwegian Institute of Gene Ecology, and experts on safety assessments on genetically
modified foods“The process by which crops are currently genetically engineered is a
mutagenic process. Scientists still have much to learn regarding the ramifications of putting
bacterial, viral or any other genes into the foreign context of a plant’s DNA. For these and other
reasons he describes in his book, Jeffrey Smith believes the products of this mutagenic genetic
engineering process should be more thoroughly studied scientifically and more thoroughly
regulated—especially by the FDA—before they are ever released into commerce. He’s
absolutely right.”—Belinda Martineau, PhD, molecular geneticist, co-developer of the first
commercialized genetically engineered food crop and author of First Fruit: The Creation of the
Flavr SavrTM Tomato and the Birth of Biotech Food“If a single short message could sum up
this remarkably thorough, well-written, brilliantly designed, and deeply disturbing book about
biotechnology in our food supply, it would be the quotation on the left side of page 120,
“Biology is so much more complex than technology.” This volume would never have needed to
be written had scientists and corporations and regulators really believed that; none of them
would have participated in the risky, ill-informed experiment that treated plant genomes like
Lego pieces, and forced the results past its presumptive guardians and into the food supply.
Because the experiment is ongoing despite it’s riskiness, Jeffrey Smith has collected into a
single volume all of the studies (disturbingly few) of the health effects of biotech foods in
animals and humans, together with absorbing explanations of why dangerously negative
effects may have occurred, some reasons why regulation has been utterly ineffective, and the
technical flaws in industry studies that preclude their finding the unexpected (and inevitably
expectable) side effects. Read this book, or skim it—a feat the author has enabled with a
format that allows for scanning or thorough reading—then remove from your grocery list



everything that might contain genetically modified ingredients, write to the people who process
the products you’ve stopped buying, and help end the experiment.”—Joan Dye Gussow, author
of This Organic Life, professor emeritus of Nutrition and Education, Columbia University,
former member Diet, Nutrition, and Cancer Panel of the National Academy of Sciences, and
former member of Food Advisory Committee of the FDA“When my 12 year old was born, GM
foods weren’t a part of the American diet. Today, about 30% of our cropland is planted with
GMOs. Most Americans are uncomfortable with the idea of eating GM foods and yet eat them
every day without knowing. It’s time we made a choice! We ought either to satisfy ourselves
with solid scientific answers to the concerns clearly laid out in Genetic Roulette—or we should
change the way we eat. When shoppers in Europe and Japan acted on their convictions, GM
foods were largely eliminated from stores.”—Alan Greene, MD, pediatrician and author of From
First Kicks to First Steps, www.DrGreene.com, awarded best health website 2005Copyright ©
2007 Jeffrey M. Smith. All rights reserved.No part of this book may be used or reproduced in
any manner without written permission, except in the case of brief quotations in critical articles
or reviews.Trademark acknowledgements:StarLink® is a registered trademark of Aventis Crop
Science.Roundup® and Roundup Ready® are registered trademarks of Monsanto
Company.NutraSweet® is a registered trademark of NutraSweet Property Holding, Inc.Photos
page 22, taken by Stanley Ewen, reproduced with permission.Photo page 48, taken by Irina
Ermakova, reproduced with permission.Cover Illustration: George FosterText Formatting:
Bluebird GraphicsPrinted in the United States on partially recycled paper.First printing; April,
2007.10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Library of Congress Catalog-in-Publication DataTP248.65.F66S65
2007 664QBI06-600714For information or individual orders, contact: Yes! BooksP.O. Box
469Fairfield, IA 52556888-717-7000www.seedsofdeception.comDistributed to the book trade
by:Chelsea Green PublishingP.O. Box 428White River Junction VT
05001802-295-6300www.chelseagreen.comSuggestions to ReadersThis book is designed for
three types of readers: the quick scanner, the casual reader who does not need technical data,
and those wanting it all. Here are navigation tips so quick scanners and casual readers can
skip the technical stuff.Introductory material: The section leading up to part 1 gives important
basics for everyone.Part 1 (two-page spreads): Quick scanners can stick with the executive
summary on the left page only. Casual readers will have to pick and choose among the
explanations on the right, since they vary considerably in their level of technical
detail.Connecting the dots: This section integrates information from part 1 and is good for
everyone.Parts 2–4: For quick scanners, the headlines and subheads are sufficient to give you
the big picture. Casual readers can get more substance and context by also reading the
narrative. The indented excerpts provide examples and elaborations that casual readers may
want to skip.The Conclusion are for everyone, as are the lists of GM crops and foods in the
Appendix.To make the text easier for the casual reader, scientific jargon and technical details
are often put into parentheses.For updates, corrections, and an open debate on the material
presented here, go to www.GeneticRoulette.com. We welcome scholarly responses to all
aspects of this book. Please send to submit@GeneticRoulette.com.Table of ContentsForeword
by Michael Meacher, MPAcknowledgmentsIntroduction: Deceptions, Assumptions, and Denial—
Exposing the roots of genetically modified cropsTerms and concepts used throughout this
bookPart 1: The Documented Health Risks of Genetically Engineered FoodsSection 1:
Evidence of reactions in animals and humansSection 2: Gene insertion disrupts the
DNASection 3: The protein produced by the inserted gene may create problemsSection 4: The
foreign protein may be different than what is intendedSection 5: Transfer of genes to gut
bacteria, internal organs, or virusesSection 6: GM crops may increase environmental toxins



and bioaccumulate toxins in the food chainSection 7: Other types of GM foods carry
risksSection 8: Risks are greater for children and newbornsConnecting the dots: looking for
patterns and causesIntroduction to Parts 2 and 3Part 2: The Regulation of GM Foods is
Inadequate to Protect Public HealthRegulators are often hijacked by the biotech
industryInadequate testing requirements are the norm among GM crop regulators
worldwideLack of safeguards exposes the food supply to GM contaminationPart 3: Industry
Studies are Not Competent to Identify Most of the Unpredicted Side EffectsThe enormous
pressure not to discover problems results in very few studies, most of which are poorly
doneCase study: One scientist’s shock with GM researchCase study: Spinning failure into
proclamations of successAnimal feeding studies overlook most potential
problemsCompositional studies are not comprehensive enough to detect hazardsEvaluating
allergenicity is not guaranteedCase Study: The blood test on StarLink’s protein was
flawedCase Study: Irregularities marred evaluations of Monsanto’s GM drug, recombinant
bovine growth hormone (rbGH)Canadian GM food approvals are assumption-basedChart of
several safety-related assumptions that have been proven wrongFalse assumptions that viral
genes in disease-resistant crops won’t recombine to create new virusesPart 4: F laws in the
Arguments Used to Justify GM CropsWhy GM crops are not needed to feed the worldGolden
rice is the wrong way to supplement Vitamin AConclusionAppendixGathering data and staying
up-to-date on the risks of GM foodsHow to avoid eating genetically modified foodsList of GM
cropsFood enzymes from genetically modified organismsSpecial alert on aspartame, a
genetically engineered sweetenerInstitute for Responsible TechnologyCredentials of those
cited often in the textEndnotesAbout the AuthorForewordThis is the authentic book on genetic
modification that the world has been waiting for. So much has been written about GM—some
of it thoughtful and interesting, much of it mischievous or downright deceitful—but none of it
systematic, authoritative, and comprehensive. What has long been needed is not more
polemic, but the facts, the unvarnished detail that provides the evidence on which people can
make up their own minds. This book is it.For far too long this war between the pro-and anti-GM
factions has been fought in a fog. The anti-group (independent scientists, environmentalists,
and millions of small farmers) insisted there has been no systematic testing of GM crops or
food, so we cannot be sure whether GM products are safe to eat or not. The pro-group
(Monsanto, Bayer, Syngenta, and the other agri-business majors, plus the US and UK
governments) claimed that GM food was safe because there was no evidence to suggest
otherwise, and there was no need to look for it because GM and non-GM crops were
“substantially equivalent.’’ This impasse, this non-dialogue between opposing camps, has now
been broken by this book.For the first time not only are the facts of adverse health problems
associated with genetic engineering methodically set out, but the theory, which might account
these episodes of mortality and morbidity, is also carefully presented. It has been too little
realized that blasting genetically engineered DNA into a plant arbitrarily—like throwing darts
into a haystack—disrupts a sequence of genes that has evolved over hundreds of millions of
years so as to optimize the functioning of the organism and is bound to destabilize the
biochemistry of the plant. We are still learning about the myriad of ways by which this crude
insertion process can mutate or permanently turn genes on or off, alter RNA or proteins in
plants, produce allergies or toxicities, or even trigger wider unpredictable impacts elsewhere in
the genome.So why isn’t all this better known, or at least exhaustively investigated whenever
damaging toxic consequences are discovered? This is where the dry revelation of unexpected
biochemical reactions turns into an extraordinary exposition of the use of manipulation,
concealment, and corruption for the preservation and enhancement of corporate power.



Adverse GM reactions are almost never rigorously followed up, abnormal proliferation of cells—
which might be a precursor of cancer—is ignored, evidence of horizontal gene transfer into gut
bacteria or human DNA—which could cause long-term damage—is studiously ignored, and
mortality data on animals fed GM crops is swept aside or suppressed.How this can still
happen, when the potential risks for human health are so great, lies at the heart of this book. It
opens up the secret links between, on the one hand, the hugely powerful GM seed companies
seeking to grasp the greatest cash bonanza of all time by cornering the world’s food supply
and, on the other, the governments led by the United States of many of the world’s biggest
countries and an international network of ministers, key officials and responsive scientists. It is
this power nexus, unseen but ubiquitous, that overshadows the entire debate on GM,
using every trick in the book, in the teeth of all the evidence, to protect the GM project from
collapse. This book is the best exposure yet of these machinations.The book brings together,
for the first time, data culled from hitherto inaccessible sources. Evidence extracted via
Freedom of Information Act requests and from a trawl through of previously unexplored
industry submissions and government documents throws a new light on the symbiosis between
the GM industry and the regulators who are supposed to represent the public interest. The
case presented is absolutely a smoking shotgun that should stop in its tracks any dabbling with
GM foods, whether by individual families, food companies, or indeed nations.Genetic Roulette
is a fitting sequel to Jeffrey Smith’s earlier best seller Seeds of Deception, which has become
the bible of the GM campaigner. Bibles make a great read, but are sometimes difficult to use as
a reference to obtain needed information in a hurry. This book is now designed to fill that gap,
and is clearly going to provide a new, powerful, easy-to-handle tool for policy-makers. I believe
it will inspire leaders in many different arenas to take action based on the content—indeed it
might even jerk the UK government out of their disregard for science, alerting us to the risks of
GM.Jeffrey Smith is one of the great campaigners of our age, a relentless pursuer of the truth,
a fearless advocate in the corporate world of secret influence, and a ceaseless promoter of the
public interest across the world. He is the modern David against the GM Goliath. This book
may well provide the slingshot to change the global course of events this century.—Michael
Meacher, MP, former UK government environment ministerAcknowledgmentsThis book is the
result of a worldwide collaboration of the leading experts on the risks of genetically engineered
foods. Each section was reviewed by a minimum of three scientists and most were looked at by
many more. I want to acknowledge and thank the manyscientists who have generously given
their time and expertise. Contributions ranged from simple fact checking to dozens of hours
reviewing manuscripts or conferring with me about the details of genetic engineering, DNA,
and physiology.I thank the following contributors, as well as many others not listed who helped
bring this work to fruition:Thanks to experimental biologist Arpad Pusztai, PhD, formerly of the
Rowett Institute, the top expert in his field of lectin proteins and one of the leading experts on
GMO safety assessments; to biochemist and nutritionist Susan Bardocz, PhD, DSc, formerly of
the Rowett Institute who has, with Arpad Pusztai, analyzed the full body of safety assessment
research on GMOs; to molecular biologist and protein chemist Dave Schubert, PhD, professor
at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies, whose scholarly articles have challenged
fundamental safety assumptions of GM crops and highlighted gross inconsistencies and errors
in the theories behind the technology; to molecular geneticist Michael Antoniou, PhD, of King’s
College London, who does human gene therapy research and understands intimately the
shortcomings and unpredictable dangers of the technology.Thanks to nutritional biochemist
and epidemiologist Judy Carman, PhD, director of the Institute of Health and Environmental
Research, who has carefully analyzed many safety assessments for GM crops and identified



massive shortcomings and problems that expose the population to significant risk; to geneticist
Joe Cummins, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Genetics, University of Western Ontario, the
ravenous researcher and prolific critic of GM technology, who regularly points to the gross and
subtle errors and inconsistencies behind the science of altering the DNA of food and crops; to
molecular geneticist Jack Heinemann, PhD, director of the Centre for Integrated Research on
Biosafety, who, with his colleagues, has documented how the lax safety assessment process
used in Australia and New Zealand approves crops that are untested for their potential to
create severe health problems.My thanks to biologist Manuela Malatesta, PhD, researcher at
the University of Verona, who, with her colleagues, identified significant and worrisome adverse
effects of mice fed GM soy; to Sam Epstein, MD, professor emeritus of Environmental and
Occupational Medicine at the University of Illinois School of Public Health, and chairman of the
Cancer Prevention Coalition, who is a leading expert in the risks of dairy products from cows
injected with genetically modified bovine growth hormone; to plant physiologist E. Ann Clark,
PhD, at the University of Guelph, who exposes the gaping holes in the GM crop review process
of Canada.To geomorphologist and environmental scientist Brian John, PhD, who is a prolific
and tireless dismantler of industry spin and regulatory shortcomings; to Jonathan Matthews,
whose outstanding newsletter and archive at www.GMWatch.org has been an invaluable
resource for the world; to geneticist Ricarda Steinbrecher, PhD, of Econexus, who has expertly
articulated many risks of GM foods and the faulty assumptions used by the biotech industry to
claim safety; to William Freese with the Center for Food Safety and formerly research analyst
with Friends of the Earth, who has meticulously analyzed submission documents and other
obscure works, which expose how industry has rigged research to avoid finding problems and
how consumers continue to be placed at risk from faulty scientific arguments by the biotech
industry and US regulators; to Jerry Rosman, an Iowa farmer who traced reproductive
problems in his livestock to certain GM corn varieties, and who steadfastly presses for a proper
scientific investigation.Thanks to Warren Porter, PhD, of the University of Wisconsin and
Caroline Cox, PhD, research director at the Center for Environmental Health, who are experts
on the health impacts of pesticides; to agricultural economist Charles Benbrook, PhD, senior
researcher at The Organic Center and former executive director of the Board on Agriculture of
the US National Academy of Sciences, who has compiled the agronomic evidence on GM
crops that contradicts claims of higher yields and reduced pesticides, among others; to
biophysicist and geneticist Mae-Wan Ho, PhD, director of the Institute for Science in Society,
whose prolific writings on the faulty science behind GMOs is a terrific resource; to Stanley
Ewen, PhD, a consultant histopathologist at Grampian University Hospitals Trust, whose pivotal
work with Arpad Pusztai revealed fundamental dangers of GM technology, and who continues
to identify the health implications of the uncontrollable aspects of GM foods.To Doug Gurian-
Sherman, PhD, at the Union of Concerned Scientists and formerly a reviewer of the safety of
genetically engineered crops with the Environmental Protection Agency, and science adviser
on GM food safety to the Food and Drug Administration, whose detailed analysis of submittal
documents to the FDA demonstrates how the regulatory system is not competent to protect the
public from the health risks; to Brian Tokar, Biotechnology Project director at the Institute for
Social Ecology and editor of outstanding anthologies on GMOs, who profoundly understands
the complex social, political, environmental and scientific implications of this technology.To
Professor Giles-Eric Seralini, PhD, University of Caen, France, president of the Scientific
Council of the Committee for Independant Research and Information on Genetic Engineering
and member of two French commissions for GMO evaluation, and an expert panel for the
European authorities, who has brought to light adverse reactions of animals fed GM crops and



how European regulators approved crops based on unscientific and contradictory claims by
biotech producers; to Kirk Azevedo, DC, who boldly left Monsanto after discovering that their
products may be damaging the health of the population; to Ken Roseboro, publisher of The
Organic and Non-GMO Report, who tracks the expanding market for non-GMO products,
driven by consumer concerns worldwide; to Michael Meacher, MP, former UK minister of the
environment, who is one of the most knowledgeable and articulate politicians on the topic of
GM foods, and who refuses to be silenced about the risks and the politicization of
science.There are also numerous scientists to whom I am grateful for helping me fact-check
reviews of their research or material within their area of expertise, including Irina Ermakova,
PhD, a leading scientist at the Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology of the
Russian Academy of Sciences and the vice president of the Russian National Genetic Safety
Association; US food law expert Steve Druker, JD, director of the Alliance for Biointegrity;
biochemist Robert Mann, PhD, of the University of Auckland; reproductive toxicologist Barry
Markaverich, PhD, associate professor of molecular and cellular biology at Baylor College of
Medicine; microbiologist Mark Rasmussen, PhD, formerly with the USDA; plant natural
products specialist Richard Firn, PhD, of the University of York; animal scientist Federico
Infascelli, PhD, professor in Animal Nutrition at the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine of the
University of Naples “Federico II”; professor of agricultural biochemistry Harry Gilbert of the
University of Newcastle upon Tyne; pediatrician Jim Diamond, MD; plant physiologist Neil
Carman, PhD; environmental biologist Michele Marvier, PhD, of Santa Clara University; Kavitha
Kuruganti of the Centre for Sustainable Agriculture; veterinarian Dr Ramesh of ANTHRA;
virologist Terje Traavik, PhD, director of the Norwegian Institute for Gene Ecology; Rick North,
campaigner against rbGH with the Oregon Physicians for Social Responsibility.Thanks to
James Turner, Esq. for his legal advice and support. I extend deep appreciation to the JMG
Foundation for their financial support for this book.I express my love and appreciation for my
family, including Nancy Tarascio, Morton Smith, Rick Smith, and Robynn Smith, who tolerated
my absentee status over the past two years while I was perpetually “just about to finish” this
book, as it expanded in size and scope. I am especially grateful to my wife Andrea, who helped
us create a lifestyle supportive of my seven-day-per-week work schedule. Thanks also to the
staff at the Institute for Responsible Technology, who are dedicated to exposing the risks of this
technology and mobilizing resources to protect public health and the
environment.INTRODUCTIONDeceptions, Assumptions, and Denial—Exposing the roots of
genetically modified cropsWhen Kirk Azevedo accepted a Monsanto Company recruiter’s offer
in 1996 to sell genetically modified (GM) crops, it wasn’t the pay increase that inspired him. It
was the writings of Monsanto CEO Robert Shapiro that were his motivation. Shapiro
had painted a picture of feeding the world and cleaning up the environment with his company’s
new technology. Kirk was fascinated by the idea of swapping genes between species, creating
designer organisms that could reduce manufacturing waste, turning “fields into factories and
producing anything from lifesaving drugs to insect-resistant plants.”1 When he visited
Monsanto’s St. Louis headquarters for new employee training, Azevedo shared his enthusiasm
for Shapiro’s vision during a meeting. When the session ended, a company vice president
pulled him aside and set him straight.“Wait a second,” he told Azevedo. “What Robert Shapiro
says is one thing. But what we do is something else. We are here to make money. He is the
front man who tells a story. We don’t even understand what he is saying.”Azevedo was jolted.
His image “of helping and healing” the world through GM crops turned out to be a
manufactured reality—a lie—crafted to gain public acceptance and to push products. Azevedo
realized he was working for “just another profit-oriented company.”Helping the world is only one



of several manufactured realities about GM crops, the most fundamental of which is that the
foods are safe. The key source for this claim is the United States Food and Drug Administration
(FDA). According to their 1992 policy on GM foods, “The agency is not aware of any
information showing that foods derived by these new methods differ from other foods in any
meaningful or uniform way.” On the basis of that sentence, the FDA claimed that no safety
studies are necessary and that “Ultimately, it is the food producer who is responsible for
assuring safety.”2 Biotech companies thus determine on their own if their products are
harmless. This policy set the stage for the rapid deployment of the new technology. The seed
industry was consolidated, millions of acres were planted, hundreds of millions were fed,
consumers and nations objected, laws were passed, crops were contaminated, billions of
dollars were lost—and it turns out that sentence was a lie.The FDA was fully aware that GM
crops were meaningfully different. That, in fact, was the overwhelming consensus among “the
technical experts in the agency.” The scientists agreed that genetic engineering leads to
“different risks”3 than traditional breeding and had repeatedly warned their superiors that GM
foods might create unpredictable, hard-to-detect side effects. They urged the political
appointees who were in charge at the FDA to require long-term safety studies, including
human studies, to guard against possible allergies, toxins, new diseases, and nutritional
problems.The scientists’ concerns were kept secret in 1992, when FDA policy was put into
place. But seven years later, internal records were made public due to a lawsuit and the
deception came to light. The agency’s newly released 44,000 pages revealed that government
scientists’ “references to the unintended negative effects … were progressively deleted from
drafts of the policy statement (over the protests of agency scientists).”4 They further revealed
that the FDA was under orders from the White House to promote GM crops and that Michael
Taylor, Monsanto’s former attorney and later its vice president, was brought into the FDA to
oversee policy development. With Taylor in charge, the scientists’ warnings were ignored and
denied.As a result, consultation with the FDA on GM food safety is a voluntary exercise, in
which the agency receives summaries without data and conclusions without foundation. If the
company claims that its foods are safe, the FDA has no further questions. Thus, GM varieties
that have never been fed to animals in rigorous safety studies and probably never fed to
humans at all are approved for sale in grocery stores.In the mid-1990s, the UK government
decided to institute what US leaders refused to—rigorous, long-term safety testing. They
commissioned scientists to develop an assessment protocol for GM crop approvals that would
be used in the UK and eventually by the EU. In 1998, three years into the project, the scientists
discovered that potatoes engineered to produce a harmless insecticide caused extensive
health damage to rats. The pro-GM government immediately canceled the project, the lead
scientist was fired and the research team dismantled. The assessment requirements that were
eventually adopted by the EU were a far cry from those that were being developed in the UK.
The superficial testing schemes still have yet to meet the demands of the FDA’s stifled
scientists.Industry is in charge of safetyIronically, policy makers around the world gain
confidence in the safety of GM crops because they wrongly assume that the US FDA has
approved them based on extensive tests, and approvals everywhere rely on the developers to
do safety studies on their own crops. Research does not need to be published and most is kept
secret under the guise of “confidential business information.” Very little data is available for
public scrutiny. In 2003, for example, researchers reviewed published, peer-reviewed animal
feeding studies that qualified as safety assessments. There were ten. The correlation between
the findings and the funding was telling. Five studies “performed more or less in collaboration
with private companies” reported no adverse effects. In the three independent studies,



“adverse effects were reported.” The authors said, “It is remarkable that these effects have all
been observed after feeding for only 10–14 days.”5Biotech advocates claim that there is plenty
of evidence for safety. In December 2004, for example, Christopher Preston did a database
search of peer-reviewed animal feeding studies worldwide and came up with 41.6 Although this
is still an incredibly low number of papers by which to judge safety, according to Arpad Pusztai,
an expert in feeding studies, Preston’s list failed “to distinguish between a scientific study and
an animal production exercise.” The latter “may be of some value to commercial animal
production but have limited scientific value.”7 When the commercial studies were removed from
the list, it left only 18 (4 of which are in Russian or Chinese).In October 2005, Wayne Parrot
compiled 60 abstracts entitled, “General Safety and Safety Assessment of Specific Genetically
Modified Crops from Scientific Journal Articles.”8 The list was presented to the minister for
agriculture and food in the government of western Australia as evidence that sufficient
research had been conducted to conclude that GM food was safe. According to an analysis by
epidemiologist Judy Carman, “A review of these abstracts found that most were animal
production studies. … In fact, only nine abstracts could be considered to contain measures
applicable to human health. The majority of these (six abstracts; 67%) found adverse effects
from eating GM crops.” Carman pointed out that several other studies with adverse findings
had been omitted from the compilation. She concluded, “The list of abstracts therefore does
not support claims that GM crops are safe to eat. On the contrary, it provides evidence that GM
crops may be harmful to health.”9By the beginning of 2007, there were just over 20 peer-
reviewed animal feeding safety studies on GM crops. Only a single human feeding trial has
been published and there is no post-marketing surveillance on those eating GM foods. Trials
funded or conducted by the GM crop producers, however, are consistently substandard. They
typically fail to investigate the impacts of GM food on gut function, liver function, kidney
function, the immune system, the endocrine system, blood composition, allergic response,
effects on the unborn, the potential to cause cancer, or impacts on gut bacteria. In addition, the
industry-funded studies have become notorious for using creative ways to avoid finding
problems. They feed older animals instead of more sensitive young ones, keep sample sizes
too low to achieve the statistical significance needed for proof in scientific studies, dilute the
GM component of the feed, overcook samples, compare results with irrelevant controls, choose
obsolete insensitive detection methods, limit the duration of feeding trials, and even ignore
animal deaths and sickness. They’ve got “bad science” down to a science.Genetic engineering
creates wide-spread, unpredictable changesThe prevailing worldview behind the development
of GM foods was that genes were like Lego blocks, independent pieces that snap into place.
This is false. The process of creating a GM crop can produce massive changes in the natural
functioning of the plant’s DNA. Native genes can be mutated, deleted, permanently turned off
or on, and hundreds may change their levels of expression. The inserted gene can become
truncated, fragmented, mixed with other genes, inverted or multiplied, and the GM protein it
produces may have unintended characteristics with harmful side effects.To make this clear,
we’ll use the popular analogy comparing DNA to a book. The four bases that make up the
genetic sequence are the letters in the book; the genes are special pages that describe
characters called proteins. The common way people explain and promote genetic engineering
is to say, “It is just like taking a page out of one book and putting it into another.”In reality, a
book would look quite different after it had undergone genetic engineering. The inserted page
(gene) may turn out to be multiple identical pages, partial pages, or small bits of text. Sections
of the insert are misspelled, deleted, inverted, or scrambled. Next to the inserts, the story is
often indecipherable, with random letters, new text, and pages missing. The rest of the book



has also changed. There are now typos throughout, sometimes hundreds or thousands of
them. Letters are switched, words are scrambled, and sentences are deleted, repeated, or
reversed. Passages from one part of the book, even whole chapters (chromosomes), may be
relocated or repeated elsewhere, and bits of text from entirely different books can show up
from time to time. Many of the characters in the story (proteins) now act differently. Some minor
roles have become prominent, leads have been demoted and some may have switched roles
from hero to villain or vice versa. And, if you get bored with this story, take the original book,
insert another page—even the same one—and the changes will be completely different. Or
stick with the original book and over time, it might actually rearrange the inserted page.In
addition to unintended changes in the DNA, there are health risks from other aspects of GM
crops. When a transgene starts to function in the new cell, for example, it may produce proteins
that are different than the one intended. The amino acid sequence may be wrong, the protein’s
shape may be different, and molecular attachments may make the protein harmful. The fact
that proteins act differently in new plant environments was made painfully clear to developers
of GM peas in Australia. They canceled their 10-year, $2 million project after their GM protein,
supposedly identical to the harmless natural version, caused inflammatory responses in mice.
Subtle, unpredicted changes in molecular attachments might have similarly triggered deadly
allergic reactions in people if the peas were put on the market.Even if the GM protein is exactly
what is intended, there are still problems. For example, corn and cotton varieties are
engineered to produce a pesticidal protein called Bt-toxin (from Bacillus thuringiensis).
Because it is used in spray form by farmers, it was claimed to be harmless to humans. That’s
clearly wrong. People exposed to Bt-toxin spray had all sorts of allergic-type symptoms; mice
that ingested Bt had powerful immune responses and abnormal and excessive cell growth; and
Bt crops are being blamed for a growing number of human and livestock illnesses.Another
problem is that inserted genes may transfer from food into gut bacteria or internal organs. This
possibility had been dismissed earlier based on the assumption that ingested genes are
quickly destroyed by the digestive system. Not so. Animal studies demonstrate that ingested
DNA can travel throughout the body, even into the fetus via the placenta. Transgenes from GM
crops fed to animals have been found in the blood, liver, spleen, and kidneys. The only
published human feeding trial on GM food verified that genetic material inserted into GM soy
transfers into the DNA of our intestinal bacteria.Now combine the two risks above and get a
third. If the corn gene that creates Bt-toxin were to transfer into gut bacteria (like parts of the
soy gene have been doing), it might turn our intestinal flora into living pesticide factories. A
biotech proponent may argue that this is just speculation since there are no studies to show
that Bt genes also transfer. But that is the point. There are no studies on Bt gene transfer to
human gut bacteria—period. We don’t know if this happens because no one is looking. Thus,
biotech companies are gambling that this and many other untested dangers won’t materialize.
And so are regulators. And so are consumers. It’s genetic roulette.If results from the few animal
feeding safety studies are any indication, then the odds are stacked against us. Lab animals
tested with GM foods had stunted growth, impaired immune systems, bleeding stomachs,
abnormal and potentially precancerous cell growth in the intestines, impaired blood cell
development, misshapen cell structures in the liver, pancreas, and testicles, altered gene
expression and cell metabolism, liver and kidney lesions, partially atrophied livers, inflamed
kidneys, less developed brains and testicles, enlarged livers, pancreases, and
intestines, reduced digestive enzymes, higher blood sugar, inflamed lung tissue, increased
death rates, and higher offspring mortality. About two dozen farmers report that GM corn
varieties caused their pigs or cows to become sterile, 71 shepherds say that 25% of their



sheep died from grazing on Bt cotton plants, and others say that cows, water buffaloes,
chickens, and horses also died from eating GM crops. Filipinos in at least five villages fell sick
when nearby Bt corn was pollinating and hundreds of laborers in India report allergic reactions
from handling Bt cotton. Soy allergies skyrocketed by 50% in the United Kingdom, soon after
genetically engineered soy was introduced; and one human subject out of the few tested
showed a skin prick allergic-type reaction to GM soy, but not to natural soy. In the 1980s, a GM
food supplement killed about one hundred Americans and caused sickness and disability in
another five to ten thousand people.How do biotech companies deal with adverse reactions to
their products? A cursory look at how Monsanto responded to adverse reactions from its toxic
chemical PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) gives us some insight. In communication with the
US Public Health Service, Monsanto claimed their experience “has been singularly free of
difficulties.” Their internal files10 obtained from a lawsuit, however, reveal that this was part of a
cover-up and denial that lasted decades. Company memos referred to liver disease, skin
problems, and even deaths in workers associated with exposure. Monsanto’s medical
department wanted to prohibit employees from eating at the factory because research showed
that PCBs “were quite toxic materials by ingestion or inhalation.”11 The US Navy refused the
product because in their safety study, all exposed animals died.Monsanto was aware that their
industrial customers were mixing PCBs into coatings applied inside “potable water supply
storage tanks,” swimming pools,12 and grain silos. In the latter case, Monsanto knew that high
levels of PCBs ended up in the milk of cows fed the grain.13 A Monsanto memo also
acknowledged that “one million lbs/year” of PCBs were used in highway paints, and “through
abrasion and leaching we can assume that nearly all of this … winds up in the environment.”14
But Monsanto refused to warn consumers or protect the environment because, as an executive
made clear in a 1970 memo, “We can’t afford to lose one dollar of business.”15 The court fined
the company $700 million.Monsanto has brought this type of reckless denial into the field of
GM foods. They have also added to their repertoire extensive bribery,16 hijacking of regulatory
agencies, and threats to reporters and scientists.Kirk Azevedo experienced firsthand how the
company responded to a potentially serious safety hazard in its GM cotton. In 1997, a few
months after he was set straight by the Monsanto Vice President at headquarters, a company
scientist told him that Roundup Ready cotton plants contained new, unintended proteins that
had likely resulted from the gene insertion process. No safety studies had been conducted on
the proteins, none were planned, and the cotton plants, which were part of field trials near his
home, were being fed to cattle. Azevedo “was afraid at that time that some of these proteins
may be toxic.” Azevedo asked the PhD in charge of the test plot to destroy the cotton rather
than feed it to cattle. He argued that until the protein had been evaluated, the cows’ milk or
meat could be harmful. The scientist refused.He approached everyone on his team at
Monsanto to raise concerns about the unknown protein, but no one was interested. “Once they
understood my perspective, I was somewhat ostracized,” he said. “Once I started questioning
things, people wanted to keep their distance from me. I lost cooperation with other team
members. Anything that interfered with advancing the commercialization of this technology was
going to be pushed aside.”Azevedo believed that Monsanto’s irresponsible practices might
devastate the health of consumers. “These Monsanto scientists are very knowledgeable about
traditional products, like chemicals, herbicides, and pesticides,” he said, “but they don’t
understand the possible harmful outcomes of genetic engineering.”He tried to blow the whistle.
“I spoke to many Ag commissioners. I spoke to people at the University of California. I found no
one who would … even get the connection that proteins might be pathogenic, or that there
might be untoward effects associated with these foreign proteins that we knew we were



producing. They didn’t even want to talk about it really. You’d kind of see a blank stare.”
Azevedo decided to leave Monsanto. He said, “I’m not going to be part of this
disaster.”17Azevedo had witnessed an example of an assumption-based safety assessment.
His colleagues assumed that the protein was safe, so they put it into the food supply without
testing their assumptions. Similarly, scientists and regulators assumed that genes act as
isolated units, produce only one protein, and are destroyed during digestion. They assumed
that GM protein will act the same as before in new organisms, that Bt-toxin is harmless, and
that disruption of the host DNA poses no concern. These and many other assumptions used as
the basis of safety claims have been proven wrong. In spite of that, biotech proponents either
adamantly repeat their now-obsolete arguments, or declare that it doesn’t matter anyway—the
crops are still safe.But the converging lines of evidence in this book suggest, in fact, that GM
crops are inherently dangerous and may be responsible for an unfolding health disaster. What
is astounding, moreover, is the absence of research following up this mounting evidence and
the continued dismissal of serious adverse reactions. It demonstrates a reckless disregard for
safety by the biotech industry and by governmental bodies charged with regulating and
ensuring the safety of their products.How genetic engineering worksand why it is not an
extension of natural breedingThe discovery in the mid-1970s that scientists could transfer
genes from the DNA of one species into that of another was heralded as a major scientific
breakthrough. Plants, animals, and other organisms could now become equipped with genes
they could never acquire naturally and exhibit traits not previously found in their species or
even their kingdom.Scientists have since worked on some interesting combinations. Spider
genes were inserted into goat DNA, in hopes that the goat milk would contain spider web
protein for use in bullet-proof vests. Cow genes turned pig skin into cowhides. Jellyfish genes lit
up pigs’ noses in the dark. Arctic fish genes gave tomatoes and strawberries tolerance to frost.
Potatoes glowed in the dark when thirsty. Human genes were inserted into corn to produce
spermicide. Pharmaceutical companies inserted genes into bacteria, turning them into living
factories to produce drugs. And seed companies gave new traits to crops.GM crops: Two traits
in four crops by five companies in six countriesFive companies comprise the GM seed industry,
known as Ag biotech. Monsanto is the largest, with their GM seed technology and traits
accounting for 88% of the GM acreage planted in 2005. Due to its global shopping spree, it is
now the largest seed supplier of both GM and conventional seeds. The other companies are
DuPont, Syngenta, Bayer CropScience, and Dow. Together, these five companies own more
than 35% of the worldwide seed market18 as well as 59% of the pesticide market.19There are
four major GM food crops currently in commercial production—soybeans, corn, canola, and
cotton. All are used to make vegetable oil, and soy and corn derivatives are used in most
processed foods. There are also GM zucchini, crookneck squash, papaya, and alfalfa. GM
tomatoes and potatoes were introduced but taken off the market. Also, Quest cigarettes
contain GM tobacco.Although Ag biotech promotes its technology as a solution to feed the
hungry world, grow crops in the desert, and boost nutritional value, the current generation of
GM traits is a far cry from that promise. The single dominant GM trait is herbicide tolerance
(HT). HT crops are engineered to survive an otherwise toxic dose of weed killer. Companies
bundle their HT crops with their brand of herbicide. Roundup Ready crops can withstand
Monsanto’s Roundup herbicide (whose active ingredient is glyphosate). Liberty Link crops can
tolerate Bayer’s Liberty herbicide (active ingredient glufosinate ammonium). They are both
broad spectrum herbicides—designed to kill all other plant life. When farmers buy HT seeds,
they are also required to buy the company’s corresponding herbicide.The glyphosate in
Monsanto’s Roundup kills plants by inhibiting an enzyme (EPSPS) that is needed for producing



key amino acids. Some scientists discovered bacteria in a chemical waste pond near the
Roundup factory that survived in spite of the presence of the herbicide. They discovered that
the bacteria’s version of the enzyme inactivated glyphosate and thereby resisted inhibition.
They found the gene that created this enzyme, modified it, and then placed it into the DNA of
Roundup Ready crop varieties. Monsanto began commercialization of these crops in 1996
before their patent on glyphosate was due to expire in 2000. These crops, which now
force farmers to choose Monsanto’s brand of glyphosate, have effectively extended the
company’s dom- inance in the herbicide market. In addition, HT crops dramatically increase the
use of herbicide,20 which further contributes to the company’s bottom line.The second popular
GM trait is a built-in pesticide. A gene from the soil bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis, or Bt, is
inserted into corn and cotton DNA, where it produces pesticidal toxins in every cell.About 68%
of the crops are engineered to resist an herbicide, about 19% produce their own pesticide and
13% do both. The zucchini, squash, and papaya, which together comprise less than 1% of the
GM crop market, are each engineered with modified viral genes designed to resist in- fection
from a single type of plant virus.There are six countries growing nearly all commercialized GM
crops. The United States dominates production at 54%, followed by Argentina (18%), Brazil
(11%), Canada (6%), India (4%), and China (3%).21GM is not like natural breedingGenetic
engineering is a lot of things, but it is not sex. Michael Antoniou, a molecular geneticist who
does human gene therapy, says genetic modification “technically and conceptually bears no
resemblance to natural breeding.” In normal sexual reproduction, genomes from both parents
contribute thousands of genes to the offspring; these get sorted and expressed in a highly
regulated and natural way. Plant breeders have worked with this system for thousands of years
by selecting parents with desired characteristics, such as yield or disease resistance, in the
hopes that the offspring express both. With genetic engineering, however, a single gene is
removed from the DNA of one organism and forcibly inserted into another. This doesn’t happen
naturally.A pig can mate with a pig and a tomato can mate with a tomato. But there is no way
that a pig can mate with a tomato. Using genetic engineering, however, pig genes can be
inserted into a tomato and vice versa. This transfers genes across the natural barriers that
have separated species over millions of years of evolution.Public relations firms of the biotech
industry proposed that genetic engineering is just an extension of natural breeding. This idea is
designed to promote acceptance, but is not scientifically defensible. Experts at the FDA, for
example, repeatedly emphasized that GM technology and its effects are “different than [those]
experienced by traditional breeding techniques.” FDA microbiologist Louis Pribyl wrote, “The
unintended effects cannot be written off so easily by just implying that they too occur in
traditional breeding. There is a profound difference between the types of unexpected effects
from traditional breeding and genetic engineering.”22 Compliance officer Linda Kahl said that
by “trying to force an ultimate conclusion that there is no difference between foods modified by
genetic engineering and foods modified by traditional breeding practices,” the agency was
“trying to fit a square peg into a round hole.” She said, “The processes of genetic engineering
and traditional breeding are different and according to the technical experts in the agency, they
lead to different risks.”23In spite of the obvious differences, biologist David Schubert points out
that GM advocates use arguments that are “not only scientifically incorrect but exceptionally
deceptive. … The biotech industry misuses language to redefine scientific terms in order to
make the GE process sound similar to conventional plant breeding.”24 Biochemist Robert
Mann says, “One tawdry old argument we have heard since 1974, and can expect to hear
again, is the claim that gene transfers occur naturally so GM is only hastening them. This line
of talk is a smoke screen designed to obscure the fact that GM usually performs artificial



transfers, which are not known to occur in nature.”25Another claim is that radiation and
chemicals are regularly used on food crops to promote mutations (mutagenesis) and that the
random changes that occur in the DNA are similar to those produced by genetic engineering.
One GM advocate, for example, cited a manuscript26 listing all of the registered crops in the
world that have a mutagenized parent—2,275 varieties of 175 species. According to Schubert,
however, the list included “flowers and many other non-food crops, and the vast majority are
not now and never were used commercially.”27 In fact, only one food crop listed in the
manuscript, the sunflower, was commercially grown in the United States. Furthermore, the
methods are not comparable, but rather used as a smoke screen to divert attention from those
elements unique to GM crops.How to make a GM cropTo make a GM crop, scientists must
identify the gene they want to use and analyze its sequence. Since bacteria produce certain
amino acids using a different code than in plants, if the source gene is from bacteria, some of
the codes will have to be changed.On one end of the gene, engineers add a promoter
sequence to switch it on. The most popular promoter used in GM crops (CaMV 35S) is
designed to force the gene to constantly produce a high volume of protein. On the other end, a
terminator sequence is attached, which tells the DNA, “The transgene ends here—stop
reading.” In addition, scientists add a marker gene, typically an antibiotic-resistant marker
gene, which helps in a later step described below.The combination of these sequences, called
the gene cassette, is multiplied by the millions. To do this, the cassette is placed into a circular
piece of bacterial DNA called a plasmid, which is also equipped to reproduce over and over
again in bacteria. Prior to inserting them into plant cells, scientists these days usually remove
the extraneous plasmid DNA and use only the gene cassette. Years ago, when most of the
currently commercialized GM crops were engineered, the inserted sequences included
extraneous DNA from the plasmid, along with the gene cassette.The plant cells that receive
the inserted gene are first grown in the laboratory using a specific nutrient medium. This
process is called tissue culture and is highly mutagenic; that is, it creates many genetic
changes in the plant cells that cannot be predicted or controlled.There are two primary
methods for performing the gene insertion. One method uses a bacterium (Agrobacterium
tumefaciens) which, under normal conditions, infects a plant by inserting a specific portion of
its own DNA into plant DNA. Once it is functioning in the plant genome, that specific sequence
from the bacterium causes the plant to grow tumors. Genetic engineers, however, replace the
tumor-creating section of the bacterial DNA with one or more genes. The newly-equipped
bacterium “infects” the plant’s DNA with those foreign transgenes instead. (The bacterium uses
its circular “plasmid” DNA to infect plants.)The second method of gene insertion uses a gene
gun, or particle insertion method. Scientists coat millions of particles of tungsten or gold with
gene cassettes and then shoot these into millions of plant cells. Only a few cells out of millions
incorporate the foreign gene. Scientists speculate that both methods of gene insertion trigger a
wound response in the plant cell, which helps its DNA integrate the foreign gene.To select cells
that have successfully integrated the gene cassette, scientists rely on marker genes. Antibiotic
resistant markers, for example, are designed to confer resistance to a particular antibiotic that
would otherwise kill the cell. Therefore, that antibiotic is applied to the cells after the gene
insertion process. Those that survive are the ones that have the marker gene operating in their
DNA. Most cells die.The surviving cells are again grown using tissue culture, but the changed
nutrient medium allows them to develop into plants. Once fully developed, researchers can
multiply the desired transgenic line by planting the seeds or by making more clones through
tissue culture of the plants’ cells.Each plant grown from separate gene insertions is unique.
The location of the transgene in the host DNA and the consequences of that insertion are



different with each insertion. That is why all the plants grown from a single insertion are
referred to collectively as an “event,” indicating that the integration of the transgene cassette is
not repeatable or reproducible.Thus, genetic engineering takes artificial combinations of genes
that have never existed together, forcibly inserts them into random locations in the host
genome and then clones the results; it is clear that the process differs from natural breeding.
According to an article in Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering Reviews, “Traditional
breeding methods are based upon natural reproductive processes and involve selection at the
level of the organism [breeders choose which plants to cross], the precise orchestration of
thousands of genes, relatively infrequent mutations, and products that have been selected for
safe use over several thousand years. In contrast, GE crop technology abrogates natural
reproductive processes, selection occurs at the single cell level [breeders choose which cell to
clone], the procedure is highly mutagenic [causing DNA mutations] and routinely breeches
genera barriers, and the technique has only been used commercially for 10 years.
Furthermore, normal breeding never introduces a cassette of bacterial genes for
drug resistance along with strong . . . promoters to express foreign proteins at high levels in all
parts of the plant.”28It’s difficult to identify health problems from GM foods, even if
widespreadOne of the most unscientific and dangerous statements made by biotech
proponents is that millions of people in the US have been eating GM food for a decade and no
one has gotten sick. On the contrary, GM foods might already be contributing to serious,
widespread health problems, but since no one is monitoring for this, it could take decades to
identify.Judy Carman, a former senior epidemiologist for the government of South Australia,
describes the difficulties from a public health perspective.29 “The first problem is to recognize
that there is a new health problem in the community. Without full animal testing, we don’t even
know which diseases to look for in people.” If GM crops created a new disease, it would not
have an established surveillance system. In fact, most existing diseases do not have any
effective surveillance systems in place, making it hard to identify a change.Carman points out
that, “The HIV/AIDS epidemic went unnoticed for decades, even though it created memorable
secondary infections … and had a focus in young gay men who tended to cluster
geographically and see the same doctors. It was largely picked-up by chance … even though
there were by then thousands of HIV/AIDS cases worldwide.”Once a new disease (or
increased incidence of an existing disease) is identified, it must be tracked to its cause.
Carman says, “Anything that looks like an infectious disease usually results in an investigation
by a state or local health authority. Anything else, for example, an increase in cancer, relies on
someone, usually an academic, having an interest in the disease and applying in a competitive
medical research grant system, for funding to do the investigation.” That could take years. If a
research effort is funded, “For an existing disease, existing hypotheses would be considered
and tested before GM foods, creating a delay in finding the cause,” says Carman.“Then people
would need to accurately remember what they had been eating. Most people cannot even
remember everything they ate the day before.” Moreover, GM foods in many
countries, including the United States, are not labeled. Neither consumers nor manufacturers
know how much GM content is in the food. “So how can an investigator properly investigate
and hence expose the link between the GM food and the illness?” Carman concludes that it
“may be almost impossible to prove that a GM food has caused a disease, even if there are
thousands of cases.”Some of the difficulties of tracking a GM food’s effects were witnessed
when StarLink, a GM corn variety unapproved for human consumption, contaminated the US
food supply. The concern was that the properties of StarLink’s GM protein may trigger allergic
reactions. But even with a recall affecting more than three hundred brands and a major



disruption of US corn exports, the investigation mounted by the FDA to determine whether the
food was allergenic was miserable.The agency established only a passive monitoring system,
contacting and testing only the tiny percentage of affected people who filed formal complaints
with them. They never investigated the thousands of health-related consumer calls made to
food companies, including those who were rushed to the hospital. The FDA also failed to
contact health professionals or allergy groups around the country. It took them nine months to
prepare an allergenicity test, but it was so poorly designed, the EPA’s expert panel on allergies
rejected its conclusions.The deadly epidemic caused by the GM food supplement L-Tryptophan
(see section 1.20) is another demonstration of the difficulty in tracking a problem. Even with
five to ten thousand sick and about one hundred dead, the epidemic was almost missed. The
reason it was discovered was that the disease was unique, acute, and came on quickly, and it
still required some lucky coincidences.Carman asks, “What would happen if a link were found
between a GM food and human ill-health?” She points out that “experience with the tobacco
industry indicates that affected industries tend to argue and lobby against evidence for lucrative
plant products. This would be compounded by the political considerations and lobbying of
many thousands of disaffected farmers whose livelihoods depended on growing the crops. . . .
So, even if a GM food is found to cause harm, it may take many years of effort to remove it
from the food supply.”“In short, with the level of current safety testing, if GM foods do cause
human health problems, it will be very difficult to determine this, even though there may be
many cases, and finding the cause and doing something about it may take decades.”Indeed,
the European Commission acknowledged, “in the absence of exposure data in respect of
chronic conditions that are common, such as allergy and cancer, there simply is no way of
ascertaining whether the introduction of GM products has had any other effect on human
health. … On the basis of existing research...it is impossible to know whether the introduction
of GM food had had any human health effects other than acute toxic reactions. ”30What is
presented in this bookIn the absence of large amounts of published data to evaluate the health
risks of GM foods, we must draw from varied sources. We include published peer-reviewed
journals, unpublished studies, case studies, medical reports, news reports, and eye-witness
accounts. We also address theoretical concerns about GM foods based on scientific principles
and question the assumptions used as the basis for approvals.From an epidemiological
standpoint, case studies, anecdotal evidence, medical and eye-witness reports, and news
stories all have profound significance. They often provide the starting point for an investigation,
which may include evaluating and defining patterns of illness, gathering corroborating evidence
and analyzing health effects in relation to medical knowledge and scientific theories. This book
documents repeating patterns of illness, corroborating evidence, and health reactions
consistent with the known potential risks of GM foods.Terms and concepts used throughout
this bookThis book is written for both non-scientists and scientists. A few terms that are used
throughout the book that are necessary for everyone to understand are described below.DNA
(Deoxyribonucleic acid) is a long molecule found inside the cells of almost all living things. In
plants, animals, and humans, it is found inside the nucleus of the cell. Most bacteria don’t have
nuclei, but their DNA is associated with the cell membrane.The information in the DNA is
inherited from parents and is made up of a chemical sequence containing combinations of four
basic units (nucleotides) called bases. They are arranged in pairs, called base pairs along two
opposing strands of DNA. The full code of the DNA for a particular type of organism is called a
genome. The human genome contains about 3 billion base pairs or a total of 6 billion bases in
the double-stranded DNA.Functional units, which make up only a small percentage of the DNA
in plants, animals, and humans, are sequences called genes. Genes code for proteins. In the



human genome, genes comprise only about 3% of the DNA. The other sequences are non-
coding. The number of genes in a genome varies a great deal. Humans have about 25,000
genes, but the exact number is still being determined.When a gene is active or expressing, its
code is reproduced or transcribed into separate RNA (ribonucleic acid) strands called
transcripts. The transcripts can then be translated into amino acids according to a formula;
specific combinations of three bases in the RNA determine which amino acids are produced. A
connected sequence of amino acids make up proteins, including the type of proteins called
enzymes. The amount of RNA and protein produced by a gene is its level of gene expression
and the protein produced is the gene product.[Please note that gene expression is not entirely
linear, as presented above. Multiple genes often function as units, RNA and proteins can
regulate genes, and some RNA can even make DNA.] The terms genetically modified (GM)
and genetically engineered (GE) are used interchangeably, referring to the use of genetic
engineering, also known as recombinant DNA technology, which inserts genetic sequences
into DNA. The method of insertion into plants can be with a gene gun or via bacterial infection
using agrobacterium. The inserted gene is usually from a different species. It produces a GM
protein. This protein is selected to confer a new trait for the transgenic organism into which it is
placed. In addition to the inserted gene, other genetic materials are added to either inform the
scientist that the insertion was successfully integrated into the host’s genome or to help the
foreign gene function properly in the new DNA. The term used to describe all the genetic
material that is inserted is called gene cassette, or more commonly the transgene (although
transgene can also refer to just the trait-carrying gene within the cassette.) Mutations refer to
deviations or errors in the genetic sequence that frequently lead to altered or mutated
organisms.GMOs are genetically modified organisms, i.e. organisms whose DNA has
undergone gene insertion. They are also called GEOs, for genetically engineered organisms. If
a GMO is usedfor food or to produce GM proteins used in food, the ingested product is called
GM food. Biotechnology refers to a broad set of technologies, which include genetic
engineering. For convenience, however, we use the term biotech companies specifically to
refer to agricultural biotechnology companies that develop and promote GM crops and GM
food.HT refers to herbicide tolerance. HT GM crops are given a trait allowing them to inactivate
a particular herbicide and survive its application. It is also called herbicide resistance.CaMV
35S is the Cauliflower mosaic virus 35 S promoter used to drive expression of transgenes in
GM crops.Antinutrients are compounds that decrease the nutritional value of food, usually by
making a nutrient unavailable or indigestible.Organizational abbreviationsFAO: United Nations
Food and Agricultural OrganizationWHO: World Health OrganizationCAC: Codex Alimentarius
Commission. The Commission, created in 1963 by FAO and WHO, develops food standards,
guidelines and related textsFDA: Food and Drug Administration, the US regulatory body in
charge of food safetyEPA: Environmental Protection Agency, the US regulatory body in charge
of environmental safety and the safety of pesticides, including the pesticides created by come
GM cropsUSDA: United States Department of Agriculture, the US body overseeing agriculture
policyFSANZ: Food Standards Australia and New Zealand, the regulatory body that approves
GM foodsANZFA: Australia New Zealand Food Authority, the previous name for FSANZACRE:
Advisory Committee on Releases to the Environment, a UK body that
makes recommendations for GM crops approvals based on environmental
considerationsACNFP: The Advisory Committee on Novel Foods and Processes, a UK body
that makes recommendations for GM crops approvals based on health considerationsEFSA:
European Food Safety Authority, the EU-wide body that makes recommendations for GMO
approvals to the EU Commission"Context is crucial. Yet genetic manipulation of food ignores



millions of years of evolutionary context, and that could have serious implications in the future.
We aren’t dealing with an insignificant change to our diets here, we’re dealing with a
revolutionary technology being used in our food supply—affecting us, future generations, and
the ecosystems on which we depend.”—David Suzuki, geneticistPA R T 1The
DocumentedHealth Risksof Genetically EngineeredFoodsSection 1: Evidence of reactions in
animals and humans1.1 GM potatoes damaged rats1.2 Rats fed GM tomatoes got bleeding
stomachs, several die1.3 Rats fed Bt corn had multiple health problems1.4 Mice fed GM Bt
potatoes had intestinal damage1.5 Workers exposed to Bt cotton developed allergies1.6
Sheep died after grazing in Bt cotton fields1.7 Inhaled Bt corn pollen may have triggered
disease in humans1.8 Farmers report pigs and cows became sterile from GM cor1.9 Twelve
cows in Germany died mysteriously when fed Bt cor1.10 Mice fed Roundup Ready soy had
liver cell problems1.11 Mice fed Roundup Ready soy had problems with the pancreas1.12
Mice fed Roundup Ready soy had unexplained changes in testicular cells1.13 Roundup Ready
soy changed cell metabolism in rabbit organs1.14 Most offspring of rats fed Roundup Ready
soy died within three weeks1.15 Soy allergies skyrocketed in the UK, soon after GM soy was
introduced1.16 Rats fed Roundup Ready canola had heavier livers1.17 Twice the number of
chickens died when fed Liberty Link corn1.18 GM peas generated an allergic-type
inflammatory response in mice1.19 Eyewitness reports: Animals avoid GMOs1.20 A GM food
supplement killed about 100 people and caused 5,000-10,000 to fall sickSection 2: Gene
insertion disrupts the DNA2.1 Foreign genes disrupt the DNA at the insertion site2.2 Growing
GM crops using tissue culture can create hundreds or thousands of DNA mutations2.3 Gene
insertion creates genome-wide changes in gene expression2.4 The promoter may accidentally
switch on harmful genes2.5 The promoter might switch on a dormant virus in plant2.6 The
promoter might create genetic instability and mutation2.7 Genetic engineering activates mobile
DNA, called transposons, which generate mutations2.8 Novel RNA may be harmful to humans
and their offspring2.9 Roundup Ready soybeans produce unintentional RNA variations2.10
Changes in proteins can alter thousands of natural chemicals in plants, increasing toxins or
reducing phytonutrients2.11 GM crops have altered levels of nutrients and toxinsSection 3: The
protein produced by the inserted gene may create problems3.1 A gene from a Brazil nut
carried allergies into soybeans3.2 GM proteins in soy, corn, and papaya may be allergens3.3
Bt crops may create allergies and illness3.4 The Bt in crops is more toxic than the Bt spray3.5
StarLink corn’s built-in pesticide has a “medium likelihood” of being an allergen3.6 Pollen-
sterilizing barnase in GM crops may cause kidney damag3.7 High lysine corn contains
increased toxins and may retard growt3.8 Cooking high lysine corn may create disease-
promoting toxins .3.9 Disease-resistant crops may promote human viruses and other
diseaseSection 4: The foreign protein may be different than what is intende4.1 GM proteins
may be misfolded or have added molecule4.2 Transgenes may be altered during insertion .4.3
Transgenes may be unstable and rearrange over time .4.4 Transgenes may create more than
one protein4.5 Weather, environmental stress, and genetic disposition can significantly change
gene expressio4.6 Genetic engineering ignores and disrupts complex relationships in the
DNA .Section 5: Transfer of genes to gut bacteria, internal organs, or viruse5.1 In spite of
industry claims, transgenes survive the digestion system and can wander .5.2 Transgene
design facilitates transfer into gut bacteri5.3 Transgenes may proliferate in gut bacteria over the
long-term.5.4 Transgene transfer to human gut bacteria is confirme5.5 GM foods might create
antibiotic-resistant disease5.6 The promoter can also transfer and may switch on random
genes or viruses5.7 If Bt genes transfer, they could turn our gut bacteria into living pesticide
factories5.8 Genes may transfer to bacteria in the mouth or throat.5.9 Transfer of viral genes



into gut microorganisms may create toxins and weaken viral defenses .Section 6: GM crops
may increase environmental toxins and bioaccumulate toxins in the food chai6.1 Glufosinate-
tolerant crops may produce herbicide “inside” our intestine6.2 Herbicide-tolerant crops increase
herbicide use and residues in foo6.3 Tiny amounts of herbicide may act as endocrine
disruptors.6.4 GM crops may accumulate environmental toxins or concentrate toxins in milk
and meat of GM-fed animals .6.5 Disease-resistant crops may promote new plant viruses,
which carry risks for humanSection 7: Other types of GM foods carry risk7.1 Milk from rbGH-
treated cows may increase risk of cancer and other disease7.2 Milk from rbGH-treated cows
likely increases the rate of twin births.7.3 Food additives created from GM microorganisms
pose health riskSection 8: Risks are greater for children and newborn8.1 Pregnant mothers
eating GM foods may endanger offspring.8.2 GM foods are more dangerous for children than
adults .Connecting the dots: looking for patterns and causes ."If the kind of detrimental effects
seen in animals fed GM food were observed in a clinical setting, the use of the product would
have been halted and further research instigated to determine the cause and find possible
solutions. However, what we find repeatedly in the case of GM food is that both governments
and industry plough on ahead with the development, endorsement, and marketing [of ] GM
foods despite the warnings of potential ill health from animal feeding studies, as if nothing has
happened. This is to the point where governments and industry even seem to ignore the
results of their own research! There is clearly a need more than ever before for independent
research into the potential ill effects of GM food including most importantly extensive animal
and human feeding trials.” 1—Michael Antoniou, molecular geneticist, King’s College
LondonSECTION 1:Evidence of reactionsin animals and humansPart 1 of the book is
presented in a “who done it” sequence. Evidence of adverse health problems are described in
section 1 followed by the theoretical reasons that might account for those problems, presented
in subsequent sections. A common theme among the adverse effects in this section is that no
matter where they were from—peer-reviewed journals, submissions to regulators, medical and
news reports, or testimonies by those afflicted—they have not been adequately followed up.
Rather, attempts to further study the problems are actively thwarted.1.1GM potatoes damaged
rats1. Rats were fed potatoes engineered to produce their own insecticide.2. They developed
potentially precancerous cell growth in the digestive tract, inhibited development of their brains,
livers, and testicles, partial atrophy of the liver, enlarged pancreases and intestines, and
immune system damage.3. The cause was not the insecticide, but in all likelihood was the
process of genetic engineering.4. GM foods on the market—which were created from the same
process—have not been subject to such an extensive testing protocol.StomachThe stomach
lining of GM-fed rats showed proliferative cell growth. IntestinesThe excessive cell growth
wasalso found in the wall of the small intestines (crypts) in rats fed GM potatoes.This is “a
much better-designed study than the industry-sponsored feeding studies I have seen in peer-
reviewed literature that deal with Round-Up Ready soybeans or Bt corn.”2—Michael Hansen,
research biologist, Consumers Union“To this day, the Lancet study is the best designed and
carefully controlled study of its type. Compared to industry studies, it is leagues apart.”—
Michael Antoniou, molecular geneticist, King’s College LondonIn 1996, the UK government
embarked on a plan to require long-term safety tests for all GM foods. A £1.6 million grant was
awarded to a team of researchers to develop the testing protocol. Led by Arpad Pusztai of the
prestigious Rowett Institute, the team developed a GM potato to use as the first “subject” for
their studies. The potatoes were engineered with a gene from the snowdrop plant, which
produces an insecticide called the GNA lectin.Pusztai and his colleagues had conducted
extensive research on the GNA lectin for nearly seven years and found it to be harmless to



rats. Researchers anticipated that the potato engineered to produce the lectin would similarly
be harmless. In fact, the UK government and the Rowett Institute were planning to
commercialize the GNA potato and had contracts specifying how the royalties were to be
divided.To test the GM potato, six male rats were assigned to each diet category containing
natural potato, natural potato with the lectin added, or GM potato. All three tests were repeated
with raw, boiled, and baked potatoes, and rat diets were all supplemented to be complete and
balanced. Rats were sacrificed at 10 or 110 days. This protocol had been approved in advance
by the office that awarded the grant and similar designs had been used in more than 50
studies conducted at the institute. A 2003 article in Nutrition and Health described it as
“remarkable in that the experimental conditions were varied and several ways were found by
which to demonstrate possible health effects of GM-foods.”3The GM potatoes adversely
affected virtually every organ system of young rats—with most changes found after just 10
days. Their brains, livers, and testicles were generally smaller, suggesting disruption of normal
growth processes due to either malabsorption of nutrients or unknown toxins. White blood cells
responded to a challenge more slowly, indicating immune system damage; and organs related
to the immune system, including the thymus and the spleen, also showed changes. The
animals had enlarged pancreases and intestines, and partial atrophy of the liver.4 And in all
cases, the GM potato created proliferative cell growth in the stomach and small and large
intestines; the lining was significantly thicker than controls (see photo left).5 Although no
tumors were detected, such growth can indicate a precancerous condition.By contrast, rats fed
non-GM potatoes spiked with the lectin were relatively unaffected. Even when rats were fed
more than 700 times the amount of the GNA lectin that the GM potato produced (in an earlier
study), the impact did not approach that of the GM potatoes.6 Thus, the damage to the rats
was not caused by the lectin, but apparently by “the genetic modification process itself.”7 This
includes disruptions in the potato genome as well as unpredicted effects from additional
genetic material inserted with the lectin gene (see section 2). The study raised serious
questions about the safety of all GM products on the market, most of which were created with
the same process and the same accompanying genetic material. Under normal circumstances,
the disturbing results would be followed up to identify the cause of the problems, evaluate
effects on female rats and test GM foods on the market to see if they were creating similar
effects. It didn’t happen.Research stopped, scientists gaggedPusztai was invited to speak on
television about GM food. With permission from his director, he was interviewed and spoke
generally about his research—without sharing details in advance of publication. For about two
days he was a hero at his institute, which was besieged with press. Then, allegedly two phone
calls were placed from the UK prime minister’s office, forwarded through the receptionist to the
director. The next morning, Pusztai was released from his job after 35 years and silenced with
threats of a lawsuit, the 20-member research team was disbanded, and the project terminated.
A part of the results was eventually published in the Lancet. In spite of the preliminary nature of
the evidence, it remains the most in-depth GMO feeding study ever published.Problems may
be common in GM cropsIt is sobering that these potatoes would have passed the tests used to
get other GM crops approved. Stanley Ewen, who identified the proliferative cell growth in the
rats, says that if GM foods create such effects in humans, they might increase the incidence of
digestive system ailments such as Barrett’s esophagus and stomach and colorectal cancer. We
don’t know if commercialized GM crops have this effect (although a rat study on experimental
GM peas did show “significantly enlarged”8 small and large intestines that might have resulted
from excessive cell growth). Consumers in the United States and elsewhere are exposed to
GM ingredients everyday, but usually in smaller doses and in more processed formats than



was used in this potato study.1.2Rats fed GM tomatoes got bleeding stomachs, several died1.
RatswerefedtheGMFlavrSavrtomatofor 28 days.2. Ofthe20rats,7developedstomachlesions
(bleeding stomachs); another 7 of 40 died within two weeks and were replaced in the
study.“The data fall short of ‘a demonstration of safety’ or of a ‘demonstration of reasonable
certainty of no harm,’ which is the standard we typically apply to food additives.” 9—Robert J.
Scheuplein, director, FDA’s Office of Special Research SkillsCalgene genetically modified a
tomato to look fresh for weeks after being picked. Called the FlavrSavrTM , it was the first GM
crop approved in the United States. Although the FDA did not require it, Calgene voluntarily
conducted three 28-day rat feeding studies and sent the results to the agency in 1993. In one
study, 7 of 20 female rats that ate one of the two FlavrSavr tomato lines tested developed
stomach lesions—bleeding stomachs; none were found in the male rats or in the controls that
ate natural tomatoes. The lab that conducted the study for Calgene wrote in its report, the
“transgenic tomato dosed to females did suggest a possible treatment-related mild, focal
necrosis of the glandular stomach.”10Internal documents show that FDA scientists were
concerned. They repeatedly asked Calgene to provide additional data in order to resolve what
they regarded as outstanding safety questions. The director of FDA’s Office of Special
Research Skills wrote that the tomatoes did not demonstrate a “reasonable certainty of no
harm,”11 which is the normal standard of safety. The Additives Evaluation Branch agreed that
“unresolved questions still remain,”12 and the staff pathologist stated, “In the absence of
adequate explanations by Calgene, the issues raised by the Pathology Branch ... remain and
leave doubts as to the validity of any scientific conclusion(s) which may be drawn from the
studies’ findings.”13The full results of the study and the FDA’s assessment were made public in
1999, when a lawsuit forced the agency to divulge its internal files. This permitted analysis by
independent scientists, who discovered a footnote that had apparently gone unnoticed by the
FDA reviewers. It said that 7 of the 40 rats fed the same FlavrSavr line as above died within two
weeks and were replaced in the study. One each from the other groups (the other GM variety, a
tomato control and a water control) also died and was replaced. The cause of death was
summarily dismissed as husbandry error, but no explanation or additional data was provided.In
a follow-up study that Calgene claimed was a “repeat,” they used tomatoes from a different
batch and changed their preparation. Instead of using frozen concentrate, they freeze-dried the
concentrate (which is a form not normally consumed by humans). This time, 1 male rat from
the non-GM group of 20 and 2 females from the GM-fed group of 15 showed stomach lesions.
Calgene claimed that the necrosis (dead tissue) and erosions (inflammation and bleeding)
were “incidental.” The FDA staff pathologist, however, responded that “the criteria for qualifying
a lesion as incidental were not provided,” and the disparity between the studies “has not been
adequately addressed or explained.”14Furthermore, Calgene failed to look for problems in the
intestines, did not increase the number of animals in the experiment, and did not use young
(e.g. month-old) or pregnant animals, as is done with pharmaceutical studies. Tomatoes were
grown at different locations and harvested at different times, which increases the variability of
results. There were also large differences in rat starting weights (130 to 258 g for males and
114 to 175 g for females), which invalidates conclusions of finding no significant differences in
weight gain, feed intake, or organ weights between GM and non-GM fed groups. According to a
2002 paper by Arpad Pusztai, the “study was poorly designed and executed and, most
importantly, led to flawed conclusions.” He said, “the claim that these GM tomatoes were as
safe as conventional ones is at best premature and, at worst, faulty.”15Political appointees at
the FDA claimed that the lesions were not related to the GM tomatoes. The bleeding stomachs,
they argued, came from mucolytic agents in the tomato (i.e. agents that can degrade the



protective layer of the stomach surface), food restriction, and/or stress resulting from animal
restraint.16 Others pointed to stomach lesions in water-fed controls in the follow-up study. But
tomatoes are not known to contain mucolytic agents, the rats ate as much as they wanted, they
were not restrained,17 and there is no explanation why the GM tomato elicited more effect.
Arpad Pusztai said the lesions in the water-fed rats observed in the follow-up study does not
adequately account for the high rate of lesions observed in the GM tomato group in the
previous study. He also points out, “in humans they could lead to life-endangering hemorrhage,
particularly in the elderly who use aspirin to prevent thrombosis.”18Calgene chose not to
commercialize the tomato line that was associated with the high rate of stomach lesions and
deaths. The other FlavrSavr line was commercialized, but has since been taken off the
market.FDA criteria may be illegalOne internal FDA memo implied that the agency may have
violated the law in its review. It stated, “It has been made clear to us that this present
submission [FlavrSavr] is not a food additive petition and the safety standard is not the food
additive safety standard. It is less than that but I am not sure how much less.”19 According to
attorney Steven Druker, who is an expert in US food safety law, the FDA’s own regulations
clearly state that a lower standard cannot be applied in such instances.20,21 After the
FlavrSavr review, no company has presented such detailed GM test data to the FDA (see part
2).1.3Rats fed Bt corn had multiple health problems1. Rats were fed Monsanto’s MON 863 Bt
corn for 90 days.2. They showed significant changes in their blood cells, livers, and kidneys,
which might indicate disease.3. Although experts demanded follow-up, Monsanto used
unscientific, contradictory arguments to dismiss concerns.“I hear the argument of natural
variability, but what struck me in this file is the number of anomalies. There are too many
elements here where significant variations are observed. I never saw that in another file.”22—
Gerard Pascal, rapporteur Mon 863, French Commission for Biomolecular GeneticsMon 863
corn is designed to kill the corn root-worm. It contains a modified gene from a soil bacterium
that produces Bt-toxin (Cry3Bb1). During a 90-day rat feeding trial, a group of 20 males and 20
females fed the corn developed multiple reactions. Changes included those typically found in
response to allergies, infections, toxins, and diseases including cancer, anemia, and blood
pressure problems (see chart at left). Also found were increased blood sugar levels, kidney
inflammation, and liver and kidney lesions.23The changes were statistically significant
compared to the control group fed non-GM corn from the same “parent line,” i.e., the same
genetics as Mon 863 before genetic modification. Monsanto defended its corn’s safety in ways
that disregarded accepted scientific methods and principles:1. Researchers used six additional
control groups, each fed commercial corn varieties with quite different genetics. While such
comparisons are suitable for commercial studies, they are entirely inappropriate for safety
assessments (see part 3). Nonetheless, Monsanto claimed that since some reactions were no
longer significant when compared to these other groups, the changes were unimportant.2. For
some results that remained statistically significant even when compared to these irrelevant
controls, Monsanto claimed that the changes fell within a wide range of variability that is
normal for rats. Thus, by ignoring the findings of their own study, they declared the reactions
irrelevant. They stated, for example, that a 52% decrease in immature red blood cells
(reticulocytes) was “attributable to normal biological variability,” and a 10% increase in blood
sugar levels was biologically insignificant. According to Arpad Pusztai, an allowance of 5%
variability is the norm in food experiments and a 10% rise in blood sugar has serious
ramifications, given the epidemics of obesity and diabetes. He said, “It is almost impossible to
imagine that major lesions in important organs (kidneys, liver, etc.) or changes in blood
parameters (lymphocytes, granulocytes, blood glucose, etc.) that occurred in GM corn-fed rats,



is incidental and due to simple biological variability.”3. Several changes in the rats were still
significantly outside the generous range that Monsanto defined as normal and acceptable. For
some of these, they claimed that the health effects were not diet-related because the reaction
was not consistent between males and females. This flies in the face of scientific
understanding. Scientists studying cancer and endocrinology, for example, have established
that genders can respond to toxins and disease quite differently.4. Monsanto dismissed other
findings on the grounds that the intensity of reactions was greater in rats fed a diet with 11% of
the Mon 863 compared to the group that ate 33%. In endocrinology and immunology research,
however, responses are not always consistent with dosage. A small amount of a hormone, for
example, can cause a woman to ovulate, while a larger dose can make her infertile.5. When
other excuses failed, Monsanto claimed that with such a large study, one would expect lots of
results to fall into the statistically significant category purely by chance. But Monsanto inflated
the total number of results by doing a lot of irrelevant statistical tests. According to
epidemiologist Judy Carman, this may hide significant results. “Their whole approach to the
analysis would fail a basic statistics class.” She adds that Monsanto also ignored findings that
would make a clinical difference to the rats. “These may have reached statistical significance if
Monsanto had used more rats,” she said.According to Gilles-Eric Se0� alini, who reviewed the
study as part of the French Commission for Biomolecular Genetics, “Monsanto contradicts
itself. The first time around, their studies explain, in a rather amusing manner by the way, that
there are ‘significant effects without a pathological significance,’ and the second time around,
their studies say that the effects observed are no longer significant. On top of that, the file was
sliced up by examining the problems separately and not in their entirety, which is
unacceptable.”24 Seralini says that the response by the rats was similar to reactions caused by
pesticides. Although the Bt-toxin is a pesticide, he points out that animal research on pesticide-
producing corn is nowhere near as thorough as that required for approval of pesticides.In
addition to criticizing Monsanto for statistical sleightof-hand, scientists condemned the study as
poorly designed and below the standards typically required for publication (see part 3). Follow-
up studies on these serious findings were demanded from organizations worldwide. None have
been conducted and the corn is approved.1.4Mice fed GM Bt potatoes had intestinal damage1.
Mice were fed either GM potatoes engineered to produce the Bt-toxin or natural potatoes
spiked with Bt-toxin.2. Both diets created abnormal and excessive cell growth in the lower part
of their small intestine (ileum).3. Similar damage to the human small intestine might result in
incontinence or flu-like symptoms, and may be precancerous.4. This study overturns the
assumptions that Bt-toxin is destroyed during digestion and is not biologically active in
mammals.“Mice fed the deltaendotoxin had hyperplasia and other changes which may signal
future cancer.”— Judy Carman, nutrional biochemist and epidemiologist, director, Institute of
Health and Environmental ResearchRegulators have allowed Bt food crops onto the market
based on the assumption that the Bt-toxin will not survive digestion in the stomach. They
further contend that even if some portion did survive, since “there are no receptors on the
surface of mammalian intestinal cells for the [Bt] proteins,”25 the toxin would not react with
mammals. The results of this mouse study illustrate that Bt-toxin can survive digestion and can
damage mammalian cells. (The ability for Bt-toxin to survive and interact with the mouse gut
was also demonstrated in subsequent research, in which the toxin (Cry1Ac) bound with
surface material in the middle section of the intestine (jejunum).)26Groups of five one-month
old male mice were fed for two weeks on either GM Bt potatoes, non-GM potatoes mixed with
Bt-toxin, or non-GM potatoes without Bt.27 Using light and electron microscopes, researchers
examined just one portion of the mouse gut, the lower part of their small intestine (ileum). The



mice fed GM potatoes or Bt-toxin showed significant disruption in the structure and size of their
cells. Some cells were damaged, broken off, abnormally shaped, swollen, or had multiple
nuclei.While both of these groups showed statistically significant changes, damage in mice fed
potatoes spiked with Bt was more pronounced. It is not clear from the study how much toxin
was expressed in the GM potatoes and how much was consumed with the Bt-toxin diet. The
study does, however, indicate that damage to the intestinal cells was due to the Bt-toxin.The
extent of the damage after just two weeks was significant enough to suggest that long-term
consumption may create serious health problems in the intestines and possibly elsewhere.
Some cellular changes, for example, may be precursors to cancer. Since Bt crops have been
widely grown without long-term safety studies, the results of the mouse research prompted the
authors to warn that, “thorough tests of these new types of genetically engineered crops must
be made to avoid the risks before marketing.”Changes in the cells (details)In both the mice fed
the GM potatoes and the diet containing Bt-toxin, the mitochondria (which are sensitive to
toxins) exhibited an abnormal appearance with signs of degeneration. Microscopic projections
on the cell surface, called short microvilli, were also disrupted.Mice fed the Bt-toxin diet had an
abnormally high number of cells of the intestinal lining (enterocytes per villus were 151.8 in the
control group compared to 197 in the Bt-toxin fed group). Of the enterocytes, 50% had
multiple nuclei and were larger. In addition, the mean area (105.3 ;ÆÓ in the control group
versus 165.4 ;ÆÓ in the Bt-toxin group) and perimeter length (23 ;ÆÐ in control group versus 44
;ÆÐ in Bt-toxin fed group) of the enterocytes was highly and significantly increased in the group
fed Bt-toxin. The enterocytes of this group also had several forms of secondary digestive
vacuoles (membrane-covered bubbles with proteins inside). A smaller but still statistically
significant increase was also observed with the GM Bt potato-fed group in the perimeter length
(28 ;ÆÒ’à There was also a trend of increasing area and enterocyte number (116.5 ;ÆÓ area and
155.8 respectively). However, these numbers were not statistically significant given the small
number of animals used.There was an injury at several points along the base of digestive cells
(basal lamina), and the digestive surface (microvilli) of the gut was also damaged, with
fragments broken off. In addition, the secretory (Paneth) cells in the group fed Bt-toxin “were
highly activated and contained a large number of secretory granules,”28 suggesting that Bt-
toxin resulted in the development of proliferative (hyper-plastic) cells.Human health impact
could be seriousSimilarities between the digestive systems of humans and rodents suggest
that Bt-toxin should also interact with human gut cells. If humans eating Bt-crops have
reactions similar to the mice, the damage to their intestines could “cause distress to digestion”
and likely be “diagnosed as mild food poisoning or flu,”29 and possibly fecal incompetence.
Furthermore, although cancer of the ileum is rare, it empties into the colon, where cancer is
common. If the Bt protein made it as far as the ileum, some would likely enter the colon as well.
Tests are needed to determine whether ingestions of Bt crops has an impact on colon cancer.
The risks may be greatest among those populations where a Bt crop, such as Bt corn in South
Africa, is a dominant staple in the daily diet.1.5Workers exposed to Bt cotton developed
allergies1. Agricultural laborers in six villages who picked or loaded Bt cotton reported
reactions of the skin, eyes, and upper respiratory tract.2. Some laborers required
hospitalization.3. Employees at a cotton gin factory take antihistamines everyday.4. One doctor
treated about 250 cotton laborers.“On the very first day of work at around 4:00-5:00 pm, I had
itching all over my body followed by swelling. It was more so in face and hands but not much in
covered portions. My eyelids became swollen and felt moderate itching inside my eyes. I
continued picking cotton for three days and on the fourth day I could not work further because
the symptoms had become very bad. . . . [A doctor advised me to go to] the district Hospital



where I remained admitted for nine days and I was given blood, injections, and saline bottles. I
had massive swelling, especially of [the] face, and fever.”30—35 year-old cotton worker in
IndiaIn India, agricultural workers handle cotton during picking, loading, and weighing, and
when separating cotton fiber from the seeds (ginning). In 2004 and 2005, several workers
complained of allergies associated with Bt cotton, but not with other varieties. In a preliminary
investigation, 23 laborers from six villages in two districts in western Madhya Pradesh who
complained of symptoms were interviewed using a questionnaire. All had handled cotton in the
past, but did not show allergic responses for non-Bt varieties.According to investigators, the
allergic reaction typically proceeded from “mild to severe itching” with redness and swelling,
followed by skin eruptions. “In severe cases the eyes also become red, swollen,” with excessive
tears, nasal discharge, and sneezing. Specifically, all 23 subjects experienced itching (pruritis),
sometimes severe enough to force them to stop working. Twenty had small, solidor fluid-filled
raised lesions (white papulo-vescicular eruptions) mostly on their face and hands. Some also
appeared on the feet, back, neck, and abdomen. Nineteen people showed redness of skin
(erythema) and 13 experienced facial swelling (oedema). Eleven of 23 had symptoms of the
eyes, including itching, swelling, redness, and watering. Nine had nasal discharge and/or
excessive sneezing.Mild reactions were reported by 3 people, 10 were moderate and 10 were
considered severe. One woman had to be taken from the cotton field to the hospital, where she
stayed for nine days. Another farm worker reported that within one hour of picking Bt cotton,
“she had itching on the face, followed by burning sensation as if someone had rubbed chilli
powder. ... The burning was so much that she could not even wash her face. Then for five to six
months there was [a] serious discharge from the face. . . The skin became dark, almost black in
color.”31The reactions among all subjects coincided with the introduction of Bt cotton and were
not experienced beforehand. Reactions were mostly related to exposure with cotton in the field
(78%). The longer the workers stayed in the fields, the worse their symptoms became.
Reactions became less severe after they stopped work. Other reactions came from storing Bt
cotton at home, sleeping on it or even resting on a cotton heap. Some field laborers take
antihistamines daily.After a farmer hired six people to tie cotton into bundles and load a tractor,
he reported, “All the workers suffered from itching on hands and feet. The skin became red and
there were rashes and there was lot of itching.” He said that an antihistamine (Tab Avil) relieved
the symptoms.Reactions are widespreadAccording to owners of a cotton gin factory, most of
the laborers experienced skin-related problems due to Bt cotton. Symptoms included “itching,
redness of eyes, watering of eyes, and cough.” At another factory, itching throughout the body
was reported as “very common among laborers who carry Bt cotton.” Employees take
antihistamines daily in order to continue to work there. At a third factory, interviews with six
laborers revealed that all had itching problems and two had skin eruptions. They had worked at
the factory for two to seven years, but only suffered from the recently introduced Bt cotton.A
local doctor reported that he had seen approximately 150 cases of allergies in 2005 from two
villages, and about 100 cases in 2004. The symptoms primarily occurred while the villagers
picked cotton and for some, while loading it. According to the doctor, the symptoms “begin with
itching in all parts of body, followed by red patches, redness of eyes, [and] swelling of [the] face
and hands.”All reactions to Bt cotton plants were reported to have occurred after the cotton had
emerged from the bolls. While Bt cotton is supposed to express Bt in all cells, including leaves,
stems and roots, the lack of allergic responses reported earlier in the growing season may be
due to several factors: 1) The exposure of workers to portions of the cotton plant may be
substantially increased during picking and processing; 2) Worker’s hands may be cut during
the picking process, exposing open sores to Bt-toxin; 3) The Bt expressed by the cotton fiber



may be different—in higher concentration or altered—compared to other parts of the plant; 4)
According to agricultural scientist, Debashish Banerji, the leaves, stem, and roots have a
protective coating that may inhibit exposure of Bt to humans. The cotton fiber does not contain
such a coating.No reports of allergic reactions have yet been compiled for the United States,
where cotton is harvested mechanically.Cotton products need testingCotton is widely used for
clothing. In addition, cotton bandages are exposed to wounds, cotton diapers come in contact
with rashes, and cotton feminine protection products used during menstruation contact blood
and mucous membranes. It is essential that cotton be tested for the presence of Bt and that
further tests evaluate its allergenicity, to ensure that large numbers of people are not being
harmed.
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J. S. Shipman, “Everyone will benefit from reading this book. Dr J recommends it heartily, with
no reservation.. I like that if you just read the chapter headlines, you get enough of the book to
make a huge beneficial difference in your health. I like that technical topics on genetic
modification are well-explained (Though this may be hard for some people, most everyone can
work through it and benefit. If not, they can get a great deal from the chapter headings)I like the
honesty.I like the quality of the researchers. The researchers chosen have integrity and
accurately report data.The information provided is important to the quality of life, health, and
survival.I do not recall if it mentions that we should get our foods labeled non-GMO (which by
the way, Organic and non-GMO are less expensive to produce and should be cheaper at the
grocery store (MIT research on organic). Let your grocery store know. Also, let your grocery
store and all your friends know, there is a difference between organic and organically grown.
Organically grown can be genetically modified (bad). Organic is supposed to be non-GMO and
grown organically, too. Huge difference.) In a similar way, there is a huge difference between
organic grazed meat and grass-fed (grass-fed can be fed genetically modified corn the last two
weeks before slaughter) or GMO corn-fed beef. or, between organically fed, free-range
chickens and chickens fed GMO corn.) This book will prepare you to understand the
differences and apply the new knowledge to your shopping.”

K. Brothers, “GMO wake-up call for American eaters. This is a must-read book for those naïve
enough to imagine that GMO foods are harmless; particularly important for the parents of
young children.This book documents the kinds of ailments by type of GMO food. Since
Monsanto was able to introduce these dangerous foods without any long-term health studies,
the entire American population are guinea pigs, with the primary evidence of illness through
epidemiology. According to some epidemiologists, Americans are now among the sickest
people in the world....”

Jode, “If you read this, you will not eats GMO foods ever again,. The shocking facts about how
harmful glyphosate (Roundup weed killer) and GMO food is and the corporate “marriage’ with
the FDA.”

Daniel Hemesath, “Vital subject. While it takes some concentration and attention to get the
message from Jeffrey Smith's book, it's more than worth it.I used to believe in the promise of
the "science" of genetic modification, but it one of those beliefs that I've had to discard as the
truth becomes known.This book is really not a book of opinion but rather a presentation of the
studies that have been done about the effects of genetic modification. It's not pretty, but an
understanding of the devastating effects of GM foods is vitally important for the future of this
country and for the whole human population.Not only are GMO's in our diet, along with the
Glyphosate and other harmful chemicals that come with it, contributing the rise in health
problems like cancer and obesity, but also to reproductive and allergy problems.We owe it to
our children and grandchildren to read objective information such as this book contains.”

MyraSaidIt, “This is a book that everyone should read before the .... This is a book that
everyone should read before the next trip to the grocery store. Much information is shared
about the lack of safety testing and the cover-up of research. It should convince anyone that
genetically engineered foods need to be seriously questioned. This book has been very helpful
with the writing of my dissertation. Myra SaidIt”

Deborah Wallace, “Great reference book of case studies. I did not realize this book had more



than one copyright date and I seem to have gotten the older one. Lots of great information
within, but it stops at the copyright date time. Seems to be more of an information book rather
than a good read, however. Not exactly what I thought it would be, but great source for all the
times GMO's have been challenged with the case outcomes.”

Willow799, “GMO's are dangerous - Do your research. Great Information. Everyone should
research everything and start to realize the dangers of GMO's and Pestisides. Whole Food is
the number one way to maintain health.”

Scotty13, “Playing Russian Roulette with Nature. Jeffrey Smith is an expert on this subject (I've
watched his video which overviews his written work) and he is the leading consumer advocate
promoting healthier non-GMO choices. He authored the world's bestselling book on the health
dangers of genetically modified organisms (GMOs).The author has counseled leaders from
every continent, campaigned to end the use of genetically engineered bovine growth hormone
(rbGH or rbST), and influenced the first state laws in the United States regulating GMOs.
Former US National Institutes of Health scientist Candace Pert (whose own work I like)
describes the author as "the leading world expert in the understanding and communication of
the health issues surrounding genetically modified foods."So I reckon when he says something,
we need to listen and equally importantly, trust what he says is true.His first book Seeds of
Deception combines storytelling and investigative reporting. This second book on the subject,
Genetic Roulette: The Documented Health Risks of Genetically Engineered Foods adds more
information and fleshes out his argument for getting involved at grass roots level in our food
production. It is a big book in terms of both its size and the technical info it offers the reader.
Sure, its a technical book in parts, but it should be accessible to anyone who wants to grasp
the biology of how we are trying to improve the natural cycle of foods we need to grow to live
well.Eating GMO foods has risks, lots of them. Smith includes 65 health dangers. These link
GMOs in our food to toxic, allergic reactions, and infertility. How do we know this? Science
uses animal studies to test ideas, so damage to virtually every internal organ studied in lab
animals has been reported. Smith summarizes why GM foods need to become a food safety
priority and we need to challenge some misinformation from GMO lobby groups.The topic of
how we develop and sustain our food sources is going to be an on-going issue for everyone.
The material in Genetic Roulette: The Documented Health Risks of Genetically Engineered
Foods helps inform us on what the future may hold, and how best to feed our next generations.”

Flat earth Christian, “Rare Gem. Rare truth concealed by establishment which is in the pockets
of the monopolies and the internationals bankers amongst others which have imposed their
private banking on nations around the world and have wielded their power over our oligarchy
since 1649 and the English Revolution and that seem intent on destroying humanity. Not
convinced Read, William, Guy Carr, Pawns in the Game and the Bible.”

Richard, “Fantastic book. Have shared Mr Smiths info on GMO .... Fantastic book.Have shared
Mr Smiths info on GMO with many friends and will keep talking to all who will open up and
listen to this vitallive saving info. Thank You me Smith”

BCGranny, “A MUST READ for everyone. For those who care about their health and the health
of you children and future generations. For those who care about our planet and the future of
our native and garden plant species.”



Minze, “Informativ, ehrlich.. Aufgrund einer Facharbeit über GVOs, habe ich mir dieses Buch
zugelegt. Es beinhaltet hauptsächlich Studien und deren Ergebnisse, manchmal sogar mit
Bildern in schwarz-weiß. Als Autor dieses Themenbereiches schätze ich Jeffrey M. Smiths
Bücher. Sie sind ehrlich. Man muss vielleicht dazu sagen, dass sie direkt an die Bevölkerung
der USA gerichtet sind, die er wachrütteln möchte. Mir gefallen auch die Zitate sehr gut, die die
verschiedenen Kapitel einleiten.”

The book by Kenneth Kee has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 129 people have provided feedback.
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